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Life and (Love) Letters: Looking in on Winckelmann’s
Correspondence
Katherine Harloe and Lucy Russell
University of Reading
ABSTRACT
Over the 250 years since his death, Winckelmann’s posthu-
mously published ’private’ correspondence has shaped under-
standings of his life and work just as much as his aesthetic and
antiquarian writings. While editions appeared as early as the
1770s, the publication of Goethe’s Winkelmann und sein
Jahrhundert and the inclusion of two volumes of ’freundschaft-
liche Briefe’ within Josef Eiselein’s Sämtliche Werke (1825-)
marked a new role for the correspondence in the nineteenth-
centurymonumentalising ofWinckelmann as a German ’classic’.
We suggest that this tradition has generated a distanced, even
voyeuristic, perspective on the letters, treating them as win-
dows onto biographical scenes of emotional, and sometimes
erotic, intimacy and expression. We criticise some examples of
this tendency in recent Winckelmann scholarship, explore the
often adventitious steps by which it arose, and, using examples
of particular letters, suggest some alternative interpretations.
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In his foreword to the single-volume edition of Winckelmann’s Kleine
Schriften, published in the anniversary year of 1968, Hellmut Sichtermann
invoked the spirit ofWalther Rehm. He aimed to explain why Rehm, who had
died in 1963 shortly after selecting the texts to be included in the volume, had
elected to spend his ﬁnal years onWinckelmann’s minor writings rather than
the anticipated edition of the complete works. Sichtermann cites a letter of
Rehm to the publisher De Gruyter, undated but presumably written in the late
1950s, in which he withdrew from participation in the Gesamtausgabe
planned since the 1930s. To justify his decision, Rehm distinguished between
those ofWinckelmann’s works which he believed held continuing interest and
those which did not:
Winckelmann ist weder ein philosophischer noch ein schöngeistig-dichterischer
Schriftsteller; er ist ein ungewöhnlich inspirierter und wirklich großer Gelehrter;
als solcher teilt er das Schicksal aller Gelehrten, daß die Wissenschaft über ihn
fortschreitet und daß sein Werk unweigerlich veraltet.1
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1Hellmut Sichtermann, ‘Einleitung’, in Johann Joachim Winckelmann, Kleine Schriften, Vorreden, Entwürfe, ed. by
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For Rehm,Winckelmann’s writings were not ‘dichterische oder philosophische
Texte, die einen unüberholbaren Eigenwert besitzen, sondern [. . .] Texte eines
Gelehrten, deren sachlicher Gehalt größtenteils erledigt ist oder nur noch
antiquarisches Interesse erwecken kann’. Since a complete edition of such
writings would be ‘sinnlos’, Rehm proposed something more modest: ‘eine
kritisch-historische Edition seiner kleineren Aufsätze und Essays, in denen er
auch als Sprachkünstler und in seinem pädagogischen Impuls sichtbar wird’
(Sichtermann, p. xi).
Sichtermann politely pointed out that even in the 1960s one might have
disagreed with Rehm’s judgement. He listed Walter-Herwig Schuchhardt, Otto
Brendel, German Hafner, and Reinhard Herbig as the latest in a line of
archaeologists whose work continued to engage explicitly or implicitly with
Winckelmann’s ideas (Sichtermann, p. xiii). Three years later, Nikolaus
Himmelmann would make the case for the continuing — if problematic —
relevance of Winckelmann’s interpretative principles to archaeological
analysis.2 The Winckelmann of the late twentieth century did indeed attract
the attention of scholars for his ‘Wissenschaft’, as well as for his reception
history. We also now have the Kritische Gesamtausgabe, in progress under the
auspices of the Mainz Akademie der Wissenschaften.3
Even more surprising than his verdict on the interest of Winckelmann’s
scholarly writings is the fact that Rehm makes no mention of Winckelmann’s
letters. It was the letters he had spent much of the previous three decades
collecting and editing, in preparation of the four-volume critical edition that is
still standard today. Perhaps Rehm felt that this work merited no comment, for
it was in tune with both dominant modes of humanities research and currents
of interest in Winckelmann in particular over the previous century. As
Constanze Güthenke has shown, one aspect of the disciplinization and profes-
sionalization of humanities research in nineteenth-century German universities
was the privileging of biographical interpretation in various areas: not only in
classical scholarship, where a standard Ph.D. dissertation ‘would take a little-
known writer and collate his fragments, biographical sources and testimonia as
fully as possible’, but also in the new vernacular philologies that were being
formed, often with the new classical philology as their model.4 One can view
Rehm’s work on Winckelmann as combining biographical modes of scholar-
ship with the ad fontes emphasis on archival and documentary research that
characterized German historiography after Ranke. More obviously, he was
2Nikolaus Himmelmann, Winckelmanns Hermeneutik (Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1971).
3Johann Joachim Winckelmann, Schriften und Nachlaß, ed. by Adolf Borbein and others (Mainz: von Zabern, 1996–).
4Constanze Güthenke, ‘Lives as a Parameter: The Privileging of Ancient Lives as a Category of Research, c. 1900’,
in Creative Lives in Classical Antiquity: Poets, Artists, and Biography, ed. by Richard Fletcher and Johanna Hanink
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016), pp. 29–48 (pp. 30–31); Constanze Güthenke, Feeling and
Classical Philology: Knowing Antiquity in German Scholarship, 1770–1920 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, forthcoming).
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following in the footsteps of Carl Justi, whose monumental Winckelmann
biography of 1866–72 rested on years of patient archival research and examina-
tion of unpublished material, including letters, held in libraries across Europe
and in the hands of private collectors. While Rehm was working on
Winckelmann’s letters, he also oversaw the ﬁfth revised edition of Justi’s
work, which appeared in 1956, midway through the publication of the Briefe.5
Justi and Rehm between them discovered hundreds of pages of previously
unpublished documentary material, and brought an unprecedented level of
scrutiny to the editing of Winckelmann’s texts.6 But editorial eﬀorts on the
letters stretch back across the nineteenth century and into the eighteenth.
Although only a few letters of Winckelmann’s were published during his life-
time, collections began to appear within a decade of his death, with
Christian Gottlob Heyne’s publication in the 1770s of Winckelmann’s corre-
spondence with him and the Hanoverian Prime Minister, Gerlach Adolph
von Münchhausen; a two-volume collection of Winckelmanns Briefe an seine
Freunde edited by the Dresden Royal librarian Karl Dassdorf; and a volume of
his letters to Swiss correspondents edited by Leonhard Usteri. Further publica-
tions of speciﬁc epistolary exchanges appeared in the 1780s and 1790s, and the
two early nineteenth-century editions ofWinckelmann’sCompleteWorks— the
‘Weimar’ edition and that of Josef Eiselein— both included volumes of letters.
The Weimar edition was, moreover, presented as the fulﬁlment of a project
called for in an earlier edition of Winckelmann’s correspondence. The third of
the ‘Skizzen zu einer Schilderung Winckelmanns’ — composed by Goethe,
Friedrich August Wolf, and Johann Heinrich Meyer and appended to
Winkelmann und sein Jahrhundert, Goethe’s 1805 edition of Winckelmann’s
letters to his friend Berendis — ended with a declaration of hope that popular
supportmight grow for an edition of the complete works of amanwho hadwon
German culture such fameoverseas (FA, 1, 19, p. 232). Karl Ludwig Fernow,ﬁrst
editor of the Weimar edition and a contributor to Winkelmann und sein
Jahrhundert, presented it as a continuation of the ‘Skizzen’ and the realization
of Goethe’s demand.7
Rehm’s edition of Winckelmann’s letters thus crowned a tradition of
scholarship that stretches back through Justi and Goethe into the eight-
eenth century itself. Our interest is not only in tracing this tradition, but in
interrogating the modes of reading Winckelmann’s output that it has
fostered. We begin by considering a particular feature of Rehm’s edition,
5Carl Justi, Winckelmann und seine Zeitgenossen, ed. by Walther Rehm, 5th edn, 3 vols (Cologne: Phaidon, 1956).
Subsequent references are to the ﬁrst edition: Carl Justi, Winckelmann: Sein Leben, seine Werke und seine
Zeitgenossen, 3 vols (Leipzig: Vogel, 1866–1872).
6Walther Rehm, ‘Überlieferungsgeschichte der Briefe’, in Johann Joachim Winckelmann, Briefe: Kritisch-
Historische Gesamtausgabe, ed. by Walther Rehm, 4 vols (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1952–57), I (1952), 459–97, from
which the details of publication history below are taken. Briefe hereafter is referred to as WB followed by
volume number, letter and/or page number (the latter identiﬁed by p./pp.) as appropriate.
7Winckelmann’s Werke, ed. by Carl Ludwig Fernow and others, 8 vols (Dresden: Walther, 1808–20), I (1808), 3.
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which has been pointed out before by Martin Disselkamp.8 In putting
together his deﬁnitive edition, Rehm broke up the ordering by exchange
that had been a characteristic of many earlier publications, declining to
print surviving letters correspondents had written to Winckelmann in
series alongside his own. Instead, Rehm printed three volumes of
Winckelmann’s letters to others, ordered chronologically by date of com-
position, followed by a fourth containing a chronological presentation of
the admittedly much smaller number of extant letters to him, together with
other testimonia and oﬃcial documents pertaining to his life. By organiz-
ing his edition in this way, Rehm was yet again fulﬁlling a desideratum
voiced by Goethe, who in Winkelmann und sein Jahrhundert had included
a chronological index of all the previously published correspondence
in order to allow the reader ‘der Lust hat einen solchen Charakter unmit-
telbar anzuschauen’ to achieve eine ‘bequeme Übersicht’ of ‘Winckelmanns
ganzes Leben und Treiben’ (FA, 1, 19, p. 233). By doubling the number of
letters available to such readers — from the 425 listed by Goethe to more
than 900 — Rehm’s edition gave them a proportionally enhanced
‘Übersicht’ over Winckelmann’s life.
Although a defensible editorial decision, Rehm’s choice was not without
consequences. By arranging the letters chronologically rather than by
correspondent, and relegating the replies to a separate volume, Rehm
followed Goethe in privileging a mode of reading that focused upon the
life story to be gleaned through the letters, the progressive development
and unfolding of the ‘Charakter’ that was Winckelmann. Such a reading
works by emphasizing the transparency of letters as documents of a life: as
unstudied, natural, naïve, rather than as, say, a set of carefully constructed
rhetorical performances aimed at particular addressees, or a set of dis-
courses upon particular subjects.9
This mode of reading, which interprets personal correspondence as the
expression or reﬂection of a consistent— or at least a consistently developing—
pre-textual personality, ﬁnds an echo in a more recent body of criticism on
Winckelmann which appears at ﬁrst very diﬀerent. In these readings, the
correspondence is seen as the private, and thus uncensored, expression of
a homosexual subjectivity that is striving to recognize itself as such. Such
interpretations begin in the nineteenth century, arguably with Goethe,10 but
are particularly prominent in a number of studies since the 1980s, a decade that
saw the institutionalization of LGBT studies and the beginnings of queer
theory. The Winckelmann who emerges in the writings of Hans Mayer,
8Martin Disselkamp, Die Stadt der Gelehrten: Studien zu Johann Joachim Winckelmanns Briefen aus Rom
(Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1993), p. 2.
9See below for a discussion of diﬀerent characterizations of epistolarity available from the classical rhetorical
tradition.
10Daniel Wilson, Goethe, Männer, Knaben: Ansichten zur ‘Homosexualität’ (Berlin: Insel, 2012), pp. 135–203.
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Simon Richter and Paul McGrath, Susan Gustafson, Alex Potts, andWolfgang
von Wangenheim displays some marked diﬀerences from the canonical
Winckelmann of Goethe and Justi. Most obviously, they present
Winckelmann’s personality not as a uniﬁed and harmonious, but rather as
one that embodies a ‘problematic and contradictory’ (Sweet) or simply
a ‘double life’ (Mayer).11 In common with their nineteenth- and twentieth-
century predecessors, however, they present Winckelmann’s ‘Leben und
Treiben’ as the key to understanding his scholarship, while privileging the
letters, as ‘private’ correspondence, as the key to interpreting the published
works.
It may seem surprising that such interpretative strategies have persisted
among scholars whose work proceeds from this context. Several have
emphasized — correctly — that queer theory contains the resources for
destabilizing naively biographical approaches to literary texts, as well as
interpretations that proceed from what Robert Tobin, citing Alice Kuzniar,
calls ‘the self-congratulatory privilege of knowing what this other person is
presumed to be repressing or what a third party can’t see or isn’t privy to’.12
One of the most inﬂuential Anglophone discussions of Winckelmann, that
of Alex Potts, admittedly makes little reference to queer theory, instead
adopting a combination of a psychoanalytic perspective and socio-
historical ones on Winckelmann’s work (Potts, pp. 5–6). This may be partly
a matter of disciplinary formation, in that within art history, psychoanalysis
has a longer history and greater prominence than queer theory as an
interpretative framework. Its persistence in literary studies is perhaps explic-
able by the authority of the interpretative tradition that stems from Goethe,
as well as the dominance of a particular ﬁguration of the homoerotic,
operative from 1800 until fairly recently, that lends itself to construal in
terms of coded outer revelations and inner meanings. Such readings of
Winckelmann conform to the structure of the closet.
Beyond such questions of discipline formation and politics, however, lies
the historical question of whether this reading mistakes the nature of
Winckelmann’s letters, resting as it does upon a misapprehension of the
character of personal correspondence in the eighteenth-century scholarly,
literary, and connoisseurial circles in which Winckelmann moved. Even
11Hans Mayer, Außenseiter (Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp, 1975), p. 198 (‘Doppelleben’); Denis M. Sweet, ‘The
Personal, the Political, and the Aesthetic: Johann Joachim Winckelmann’s Enlightenment Life’, Journal of
Homosexuality, 16 (1989), 147–62 (p. 150); for other inﬂuential interpretations along these lines see also
Simon Richter and Patrick McGrath, ‘Representing Homosexuality: Winckelmann and the Aesthetics of
Friendship’, Monatshefte, 86 (1994), 45–58; Alex Potts, Flesh and the Ideal: Winckelmann and the Origins of Art
History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994); Susan Gustafson, Men Desiring Men: The Poetry of Same Sex
Identity and Desire in German Classicism (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2002); Wolfgang von
Wangenheim, Der verworfene Stein: Winckelmanns Leben (Berlin: Matthes & Seitz, 2005).
12Robert Tobin, review of Daniel Wilson, Goethe, Männer, Knaben: Ansichten zur ‘Homosexualität’ (2012), GYb, 22
(2015), 280–84 (p. 283); Outing Goethe and His Age, ed. by Alice Kuzniar (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press,
1996), p. 203.
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a cursory survey of the ﬂourishing recent scholarship on eighteenth-century
epistolography, whether on actual letters, Latin and vernacular manuals of
letter-writing, or epistolary ﬁction, suggests that the genre of the eighteenth-
century familiar letter is less stable, and certainly less stably private, thanmuch
scholarship on Winckelmann’s letters has assumed. John Howland is one
among many to have explored how the eighteenth century ‘witnesses
a veritable explosion of letters in published writing’, whereby ‘almost any
kind of prose composition can be found in epistolary form.’13 When we
consider in addition the phenomenon of illustrious men and women writing
letters with an eye to posthumous publication; the sociability of reception of
eighteenth-century letters, which were often sent as enclosures in third-party
correspondence and read out loud in groups; and the wide circulation of
letters in manuscript even when they remained unpublished, the boundary
between ‘published’ and ‘private’ letters appears signiﬁcantly blurred.
Winckelmann’s correspondence displays many of the features mentioned.
Winckelmann, who was drilled in the art of epistolary composition at his
Latin School and composed his personal correspondence in Latin, French,
German, and Italian, chose the format of the open letter (Sendschreiben) for
shorter antiquarian works of both his Dresden and Roman periods. Such
works, for example the Sendschreiben von den Herculanischen Entdeckungen
(1762) and the Abhandlung von der Fähigkeit der Empﬁndung des Schönen in
der Kunst, und dem Unterrichte in derselben (1763), were addressed to the
same young noblemen and Grand Tourists who often feature in his personal
correspondence. Other letters, such as those to Heyne and to Christian Felix
Weisse, editor after Friedrich Nicolai of the Bibliothek der schönen
Wissenschaften und der freyen Künste, were destined for publication in scho-
larly and literary periodicals. There is ample evidence from the correspon-
dence of Winckelmann and his contemporaries for those sociable modes of
reading out loud current in the mid-eighteenth century, and clues that certain
letters, such as those Winckelmann sent to Johann GeorgWille and Christian
Ludwig von Hagedorn in 1757 (WB, 1, 183, 184) containing early drafts of his
description of the Apollo Belvedere, circulated inmanuscript among northern
European connoisseurs.14
Finally, as the letters discussed below demonstrate, Winckelmann was an
avid consumer of many diﬀerent kinds of epistolary literature fashionable in his
age. The eighteenth century oﬀered many models, both ancient and modern,
for elegant epistolary composition, and letter-writing manuals often consisted
in large part of collections of model letters. The prose letters of Cicero and Pliny
were widely admired and imitated, while Ovid’s Heroides and Horace’s Epistles
provided models, respectively, of ‘heroic’ and ethical-didactic poetry in verse.
13John W. Howland, The Letter Form and the French Enlightenment: The Epistolary Paradox (New York: Lang,
1991), p. 2.
14Hans Zeller, Winckelmanns Beschreibung des Apollo im Belvedere (Zurich: Atlantis, 1955), pp. 31–37.
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Supplementing these were corpora of modern letters, published and consumed
as literature. The correspondence of Vincent Voiture and Mme de Sévigné
adorned many a polite library,15 and it was also the great age of the epistolary
novel: Richardson’sClarissawas published in 1748, the yearWinckelmann took
up his position as Librarian to Count Heinrich von Bünau. Although
Winckelmann appears to have read little German literature after his departure
for Rome in 1755, the same cannot be said for French and British literature. His
letters and manuscript notes attest to his consumption of authors of taste,
including writers of epistolary literature, such as Shaftesbury, Hume, Pope,
Richardson, Voltaire, the Encyclopaedists, and Cleland. In more than one of
his love lettersWinckelmann’s address to a friend or beloved includes a reading
list: the recommendation of a set of shared literary models through which
the mutual understanding and intimacy of writer and addressee are deepened
and assured.
Examination of these contexts — socio-cultural, rhetorical, literary — is
crucial to an assessment ofWinckelmann’s epistolary art, and it can give further
depth and speciﬁcity to dissident readings of Winckelmann’s letters — such as
the analyses ofMartin Disselkamp and Ernst Osterkamp— that have refused to
treat the letters as transparent windows onto his soul.16 Disselkamp sets himself
explicitly against previous traditions of interpretation, taking as his primary
object ‘nicht die Persönlichkeit Winckelmanns und seine Lebensumstände,
sondern die Bilder, die der Verfasser in seinen Briefen in unterschiedlichen
Gesprächszusammenhängen von sich entwirft’ (Disselkamp, p. 10). He oﬀers
a thoughtful discussion of Winckelmann’s letters in the context of other eight-
eenth-century German correspondence corpora and letter manuals, situating it
between the rather moralizing and pious outlook of the emergent German
bourgeois epistolary culture of the mid-eighteenth century and the more
worldly, ‘free’, and potentially antinomian lifestyle promised by Rome
(Disselkamp, p. 78). He acknowledges the importance of earlier work by
Osterkamp, who both emphasized Winckelmann’s use of his correspondence
in order‚ ‘die Art und Weise, wie er von Deutschland aus wahrgenommen
wurde, bis ins kleinste zu kontrollieren und zu steuern [. . .]’ and showed how
that image diﬀered from the personaWinckelmann adopted in letters to Italian
patrons (Disselkamp, p. 306; Osterkamp, p. 205). Neither scholar, however,
attempts a close stylistic analysis of Winckelmann’s letters with reference to
early modern (and classical) traditions of epistolary rhetoric.
Two further preliminary points must be made before we present some
individual letters. First, our focus is upon Winckelmann’s love letters:
15See Bruce Redford, ‘The Epistolary Tradition’, in The Oxford History of Classical Reception in English Literature:
Volume 3 (1660–1790), ed. by David Hopkins and Charles Martindale (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), pp.
427–45, (pp. 435, 438).
16Ernst Osterkamp, ‘Winckelmann in Rom: Aspekte adressatenbezogener Selbstdarstellung’, in Rom, Paris,
London: Erfahrung und Selbsterfahrung deutscher Schriftsteller und Künstler in den fremden Metropolen, ed. by
Conrad Wiedemann (Stuttgart: Metzler, 1988), pp. 203–30.
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a category in which we include both letters Winckelmann wrote to men he
professed to love, and letters to friends in which he wrote of erotic matters.
Prior discussions of Winckelmann’s letters in the context of his homoeroti-
cism or homosexuality have tended to focus upon only a subset of those letters
that treat erotic themes. Particularly privileged has been the correspondence
with Reinhold von Berg, and especially the ﬁrst of the ‘private’ letters to Berg
(WB, 2, 488), dated 9 June 1762 and ﬁrst published in 1784 (Gustafson, pp. 50-
52, 57-61; Richter andMcGrath). There are a number of reasons for this: ﬁrst,
the literary qualities of the letter itself, with its Homeric similes, Platonic
imagery, and allusions and quotation fromAbraham Cowley’s poem ‘Platonic
Love’. Since Berg was also the dedicatee of one of Winckelmann’s most
homoerotic published works, the epistolary Abhandlung, the availability of
this published work alongside a ‘private’ letter oﬀers opportunities for com-
parison. But it is also relevant that the correspondence with Berg deploys
a Platonic-paederastic discourse of philosophical, ‘Greek’ love that is easily
assimilable to the nineteenth- and twentieth-century paradigm of homosexu-
ality as ‘the love that dare not speak its name’. Other Winckelmann letters
oﬀer us signiﬁcantly diﬀerent erotic voices.
Our ﬁnal introductory point moves back to Goethe. In the ‘Vorrede’ to
Winkelmann und sein Jahrhundert, he oﬀers the following general char-
acterization of personal correspondence:
Briefe gehören unter die wichtigsten Denkmähler, die der einzelneMensch hinterlassen
kann. Lebhafte Personen stellen sich schon bey ihren Selbstgesprächen manchmahl
einen abwesenden Freund als gegenwärtig vor, dem sie ihre innersten Gesinnungen
mittheilen, und so ist auch der Brief eine Art von Selbstgespräch. (FA, 1, 19, p. 13)
One could almost be forgiven for mistaking Goethe’s observation as conven-
tional, for his words echo theorisations of letter-writing familiar from the
rhetorical tradition. Ps.-Libanius’s deﬁnition of a letter as ‘a conversation
between absent persons’, promoted by Erasmus, had become a commonplace
by the end of the sixteenth century,17 as had the notion— traceable back at least
as far as Ps.-Demetrius, On Style — that ‘everyone writes a letter in the virtual
image of his own soul’.18 These ideas were elaborated upon in early modern
rhetorical works: by the late seventeenth century, Daniel GeorgMorhof claimed
that letters were superior to face-to-face conversation because the epistolary
medium masked merely physical defects apparent in manners or appearance:
‘in letters the soul alone speaks, and displays itself unclothed’.19 Goethe’s preface
17‘Epistola est absentis ad absentem colloquium’, Desiderius Erasmus, Brevissima maximaque compendiaria
conﬁciendarum epistolarum formula (Basil., 1521), sig. A.iir, cf. Ps-Libanius, Epistolary Styles, 2: ‘Ἐπιστολὴ μὲν
οὖν ἐστιν ὁμιλία τις ἐγγράμματος ἀπόντος πρὸς ἀπόντα γινομένη’. All translations by the authors.
18‘σχεδὸν γὰρ εἰκόνα ἕκαστος τῆς ἑαυτοῦ ψυχῆς γράφει τὴν ἐπιστολήν.’ Ps.-Demetrius, De elocutione,
227.
19‘Tegat epistola & celat omnes illos defectus, qui forte in moribus aut forma colloquentis apparent; solus hic
animus loquitur, seque nudum exhibet.’ Daniel Georg Morhof, Polyhistor, literarius, philosophicus et practicus, 3
vols (Lübeck: Böckmann, 1747 [1688]), I, 168.
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alludes to this ‘classical’ tradition, but also departs signiﬁcantly from it. This is
how he continues:
Denn oft wird ein Freund, an den man schreibt, mehr der Anlaß als der Gegenstand
des Briefes. Was uns freut oder schmerzt, drückt oder beschäftigt, löst sich von dem
Herzen los, und als dauernde Spuren eines Daseyns, eines Zustandes sind solche
Blätter für die Nachwelt immer wichtiger, je mehr dem Schreibenden nur der
Augenblick vorschwebte, je weniger ihm eine Folgezeit in den Sinn kam. (FA, i,
19, pp. 13–14)
Here Goethe occludes a third important element of the rhetorical tradition’s
treatment of letters: the idea of a letter as a speciﬁc communication aimed at
a particular addressee. His characterization of letters as amonologue (‘eine Art
von Selbstgespräch’), cast forth with no thought of the addressee, is the very
opposite of the traditional emphasis on the letter as ‘one of the two sides to
a dialogue’ (Ps-Demetrius,De elocutione, 223).20 By suggesting that the absent
friend provides ‘mehr de[n] Anlaß als de[n] Gegenstand des Briefes’, Goethe
erases this important dimension of the classical view of letters, replacing it
with a notion of the letter as a spontaneous and solipsistic exercise in self-
expression. Although Ps.-Demetrius is source of the idea that a letter provides
‘the image of the soul’, he is by no means so one-sided. The famous common-
place of a letter as one half of a dialogue is followed by a qualiﬁcation:
And perhaps he [Αrtemon, author of the preceding deﬁnition] speaks truly, but not
entirely. A letter should be a little more formal than a dialogue, since the one imitates
spontaneous discussion, while the other is written and sent as a gift (Ps.-Demetrius,
De elocutione, 224).21
***
The earliest love letters preserved in Winckelmann’s correspondence date
from the early 1740s and are likely addressed to Peter Lamprecht, a young
man whom Winckelmann tutored in 1742–43 at his parents’ home in
Hadmersleben and later as a boarding pupil in Seehausen. Lamprecht stands
in Winckelmann’s biography as the ﬁrst of the two great loves of his life, in
whom he hoped for fulﬁlment of that ideal of ‘heroic’, Greek friendship that
Goethe says he sought in vain among the all-too-human friendships he
experienced in Germany and Rome (FA, 1, 19, 182–83). Goethe must have
derived his conception of Lamprecht’s importance to Winckelmann from
mentions of him in correspondence with third parties, for — with the
exception of a single letter of 1754, which Rehm unearthed in Marburg
and published in the 1950s (WB, 3, 100) — the correspondence with
Lamprecht himself has not survived.
20‘τὸ ἕτερον μέρος τοῦ διαλόγου.’
21‘καὶ λέγει μέν τι ἴσως, οὐ μὴν ἅπαν· δεῖ γὰρ ὑποκατεσκευάσθαι πως μᾶλλον τοῦ διαλόγου τὴν
ἐπιστολήν· ὁ μὲν γὰρ μιμεῖται αὐτοσχεδιάζοντα, ἡ δὲ γράφεται καὶ δῶρον πέμπεται τρόπον τινά.’
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The four letters that Rehm assigns to the Lamprecht correspondence in
the ﬁrst volume of the Briefe stem from a single source: an autograph
notebook containing drafts of missives to various addressees, alongside
original Latin epigrams and other compositions, preserved in Hamburg
(Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek, Cod. hist. art. 1, 2, fols 174–95) and
ﬁrst published by Justi in 1866. Despite Justi’s assurances that these letters,
‘ganz oder fast ganz so, wie sie hier stehen, an die Adressaten abgegangen
sind’ (Justi, 1, 484), we do not know how far the versions of the letters that
Winckelmann eventually sent, if indeed they were sent, resemble the drafts.
Nor indeed is it certain that all four were for Lamprecht; while references to
‘Heimersleben’ (an eighteenth-century vernacular variant on Hadmersleben;
see Justi, 1, 198) and Ilefeld, places where Lamprecht lived and studied,
make the addressee of a letter Rehm dates to mid-September 1746 (WB, 1,
38) all but certain, such circumstantial evidence is lacking from the others.
They vary in language (Latin, French, German), and the two German letters
diﬀer in employment of ‘Du’/‘Sie’. This led Berthold Vallentin to suggest
that some of the letters may have been addressed not to Lamprecht but to
Friedrich von Bülow, another young man Winckelmann tutored.22
Despite these uncertainties, one may say that each of the four is addressed to
a young man whom Winckelmann calls variously his ‘deliciae’ (‘darling’),
‘Bruder’, and ‘ami’ (‘friend’), to whom he makes assurances of lasting loyalty
and aﬀection. But these are not just love letters written in Latin, French, and
German; they are composed in accordance with certain literary and rhetorical
conventions, about which the letters appear sometimes quite self-conscious.
A letter of 16 February 1744 (WB, 1, 22), written in Latin, mutates surprisingly
from a love letter into an exhortation to prose composition. Winckelmann asks
Lamprecht to undertake extensive Latin translations from Voltaire’sHistoire de
Charles XII and send them to him, both so that ‘the force of your style (‘vis stili
Tui’— a possible double entendre, since ‘stilus’ translates literally as ‘pen/stylus’)
may shine brighter for me’, but also so that he can correct his protégé’s eﬀorts at
this typical schoolboy exercise.23 Disselkamp surmises that ‘eine sprachdidak-
tische Absicht’may also lie behind the formulations of a French-language letter
that Rehm dated to April 1747 (WB, 1, 42; Disselkamp, p. 266). This opens up
the question of how farWinckelmann’s letters to his pupils are intended as form
letters: models of epistolary style. To be found among these letters (on folios
176v–178v of theHamburgmanuscript) is indeed a series of what, to judge from
their content and generic headings (‘Excusatio de omissa ante discessum vale-
dictione’, ‘Invitatio ad nuptias’, ‘Epistola valedictoria’, etc.),24 seem to be form
letters copied out of a Latin epistolary manual (WB, 4, 11–20).
22Berthold Vallentin, Winckelmann (Berlin: Bondi, 1931), p. 101.
23‘[. . .] ut tam clarius mihi innotescat (vix enim recordor) vis stili Tui, tum ut in Commentariis meis, quos ad
marginem, ubi peccatum foret, adspergerem, doecaris, quantum intersit inter et inter’ (WB, 1, 22, p. 56).
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If we can ask this question of the Latin and French letters, we should also
ask it of the German ones, in which protestations of undying aﬀection are
embellished with a series of commonplaces drawn largely from one source:
Ovid’s Heroides. Despite Ovid’s modern image as a witty and ironically
risqué, even immoral poet, in the eighteenth century his works could receive
moralizing and allegorical interpretations, and his love-struck heroines were
recommended as oﬀering ‘many excellent lessons of morality’ and of ‘the
fatal eﬀects of ungoverned and misguided passions’, to quote from one 1760
English work aimed at a female readership.25 Ovid’s impeccable Latinity and
prosody also recommended him, then as now, as a school text; the Heroides
took their place among models listed in epistolary manuals and spawned
Latin and vernacular imitations.
The Heroides have a signiﬁcant echo in that famous and enigmatic closing
passage of Winckelmann’s Geschichte der Kunst des Alterthums, in which
he likens himself, the contemporary historian of ancient art, to ‘eine Liebste
an dem Ufer des Meeres’, who ‘ihren abfahrenden Liebhaber, ohne Hofnung
[sic] ihn wieder zu sehen, mit bethränten Augen verfolget, und selbst in
dem entfernten Segel das Bild des Geliebten zu sehen glaubt’.26 In
a psychoanalytically informed reading, Whitney Davis has interpreted this
ﬁgure as an archetype for the historian’s constitutive splitting between
a subjective erotic and an objective historical interest in the past.
Winckelmann’s presentation of the unnamed ‘Liebste’ as a layering of various
antique heroes and heroines, ‘not only a Penelope mourning her loss [but]
also the lover Theseus [and] even Ariadne’27 resonates interestingly with the
layering of commonplaces present in the aforementioned mid-September
1746 draft (WB, 1, 38). There, Winckelmann’s Ovidian citations present us
with laments uttered in turn by Ariadne to Theseus, Medea to Jason,
Laodamia to Protesilaus, Dido to Aeneas, Hypsipyle to Jason, and Paris to
Helen. Insuﬃcient attention has, however, been paid to the history of this
topos in a celebrated genre of early modern literary production and emula-
tion. Likewise, when Paul Derks writes of Winckelmann’s ﬁrst letter to Berg
(WB, 2, 488), with its exclusively masculinist cast of ancient heroic models,
that here we see ‘die Berufung auf die Muster heroischer Freundschaften [. . .]
zum ersten Mal in Funktion genommen zur Selbstdarstellung einer
24‘Apology for failing to bid farewell before a departure’, ‘invitation to a wedding’, ‘letter of farewell’.
25Ovid’s Metamorphoses: Epitomized in an English Poetical Style, for the Use and Entertainment of the Ladies of
Great Britain (London: Horsﬁeld, 1760), p. xii, cited and discussed in David Hopkins, ‘Ovid’, in The Oxford History
of Classical Reception in English Literature: Volume 3 (1660–1790), p. 197. For further discussion of the eight-
eenth-century genre of the heroic epistle, see Heinrich Dörrie, Der heroische Brief: Bestandsaufnahme, Geschichte,
Kritik einer humanistisch-barocken Literaturgattung (Berlin: De Gruyter, 1968).
26Johann Joachim Winckelmann, Geschichte der Kunst des Alterthums, 2 vols (Dresden: Walther, 1764), II, 430.
27Whitney Davis, ‘Winckelmann Divided: Mourning the Death of Art History’, in Gay and Lesbian Studies in Art
History, ed. by Whitney Davis (Binghamton, NY: Haworth, 1994), pp. 141–59 (p. 152). Other recent discussions
include Constanze Güthenke, ‘The Potter’s Daughter’s Sons: German Classical Scholarship and the Language of
Love Circa 1800’, Representations, 109 (2010), 122–47; Joshua Billings, ‘The Sigh of Philhellenism’, in Deep
Classics: Rethinking Classical Reception, ed. by Shane Butler (London: Bloomsbury, 2016), pp. 50–65.
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homosexuellen Psyche’, he overlooks Winckelmann’s earlier detour through
the feminine, because Ovidian, model of the heroic epistle presented in the
‘correspondence’ with Lamprecht.28
***
A very diﬀerent kind of erotic discourse occurs in several other of
Winckelmann’s personal letters: those in which, rather than writing to
men with whom he professed to be in love, he writes to trusted friends on
autobiographical and erotic themes. Most of these letters date from the
period after Winckelmann’s sojourn in Florence in 1758–59; their addres-
sees include old friends from Germany such as Hieronymus Dietrich
Berendis, Swiss supporters such as Konrad Friedrich Uden and Johann
Caspar Füssli, and travellers with whom Winckelmann had socialized in
Rome and shared a number of antiquarian and connoisseurial interests.
Early readers of Winckelmann’s correspondence showed particular
interest in these letters; Goethe’s attention to them is shown in his com-
ments on ‘Gesellschaft’ in his Winckelmann essay (FA, 1, 19, p. 207). They
also oﬀer the richest material for biographers, since they provide numer-
ous, chatty details about Winckelmann’s life in Italy. Below we focus on
Winckelmann’s correspondence with Gian Ludovico Bianconi and
Heinrich Wilhelm Muzell-Stosch, two men of higher social standing than
himself, upon whom he relied for patronage but with whom he also
developed longstanding friendships.
Bianconi was an important ﬁgure in Winckelmann’s life, yet is someone
who has received little scholarly attention.29 Born, like Winckelmann, in
1717, to a noble Bolognese family, Bianconi studied philosophy, mathe-
matics, physics, and medicine before embarking upon a career as personal
physician to the Catholic Princes of northern Europe, serving Joseph von
Hessen in Augsburg and, from 1750 onwards, the Electors of Saxony. In
Dresden he became a well-known ﬁgure in court circles and was particu-
larly close to the short-lived prince-elector Friedrich Christian, the post-
humous dedicatee of Winckelmann’s Geschichte. Upon Friedrich
Christian’s death in 1763, Bianconi moved to Rome as the Saxon envoy
to the Holy See. He died in Perugia in 1781.
A man of broad intellectual interests, Bianconi was well connected in
antiquarian circles. In Augsburg he promoted literary cosmopolitanism by
founding the Journal des Savans d’Italie (1748–49) a French-language pub-
lication covering subjects from theology to medicine, and especially classical
28Paul Derks, Die Schande der heiligen Päderastie: Homosexualität und Öﬀentlichkeit in der deutschen Literatur
1750–1850 (Berlin: Rosa Winkel, 1990), p. 182.
29The principal discussions, from which the biographical information in this paragraph is drawn, are Jochen
Heymann, ‘Gian Lodovico Bianconi und Johann Joachim Winckelmann: Anmerkungen zur Entstehung des
klassischen deutschen Italienbildes’, in Deutsches Italienbild und italienisches Deutschlandbild im 18.
Jahrhundert, ed. by Klaus Heitmann and Theodoro Scamardi (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1993), pp. 49–59; Emil
Jacobs, ‘Winckelmann und Bianconi’, Archäologischer Anzeiger, 47 (1932), 564–97.
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and antiquarian studies. In Rome he founded two further inﬂuential period-
icals, the Efemeridi letterarie (1772–98) and the Antologia romana (1774–98),
both committed to the promotion of neoclassical taste in Rome.30 After a ﬁrst,
abortive love aﬀair in Augsburg with Sophie Gutermann (the later Sophie von
La Roche),31 he married in Dresden, sired a daughter, and made his home
a salon where ﬁgures of Dresden court society would come to converse. After
his own move to Dresden in October 1754, Winckelmann regularly attended
Bianconi’s evening gatherings, describing his house as ‘[eine] der artigsten
Gesellschaﬀten in Dreßden, und de[r] eintzig[e] Ort, wo alle Fremden pﬂegen
introducirt zu werden’ (WB, 1, 105, p. 158). Bianconi continued to support
Winckelmann when the latter left for Rome, securing letters of introduction
from the Saxon court for his ﬁrst visit to Herculaneum and working to ensure
the continued payment of his stipend during the Seven Years’ War. He also
furnished new connections for Winckelmann, even arranging his ﬁrst papal
audience (Jacobs, pp. 574–87; Heymann, pp. 52–54).
Many aspects of Muzell-Stosch’s life and relationship with Winckelmann
parallel Bianconi’s. Muzell was born in 1723 to a moderately prosperous
Prussian family: while his older brother followed a path akin to Bianconi’s
by training in medicine, eventually serving as personal physician to Frederick
the Great, the younger enlisted as a non-commissioned army oﬃcer, but
deserted and ﬂed to Florence in 1756. There he was adopted as heir by his
uncle, Philipp von Stosch, a renowned diplomat and connoisseur with whom
Winckelmann was, around the same time, embarking upon a commerce de
lettres in hope of patronage. When the elder Stosch died in 1757, his nephew
invited Winckelmann to Florence to produce the sale catalogue of Stosch’s
gem collection: the project grew into a partial catalogue raisonnée, published
as the Description des pierres gravées in 1760.32 During the eight months or so
that Winckelmann resided with Muzell-Stosch, the latter facilitated his intro-
duction to Florentine antiquarian circles and the two struck up a friendship
that was to continue, via letters, for the rest of Winckelmann’s life.
Winckelmann’s last extant letter, sent from Vienna in May 1768 in a state
of disquiet and announcing his decision to abandon his journey and return to
Italy via Trieste, was addressed to Muzell-Stosch (WB, 3, 955).
In a prosopographic work of the 1790s, the Italian historian Carlo Denina
gave a suggestive portrait of Muzell-Stosch. According to Denina, Stosch
embarked upon his military career through a ‘spirit of libertinage’; after
30Giuseppe Ricuperati, ‘Giornali nell’Italia dell’ “ancien régime”’, in La stampa italiana dal Cinquecento
all’Ottocento, ed. by Valerio Castronovo and Nicola Tranfaglia (Rome: Laterza, 1976), pp. 67–372 (p. 313); and
Giovanna Perini, ‘Nuove fonti per la Kunstliteratur settecentesca in Italia: i giornali letterari’, Annali della scuola
superiore di Pisa, 14 (1984), 797–827 (p. 827).
31See James Lynn, ‘Introduction’, in Sophie von La Roche, The History of Lady Sophia Sternheim, ed. by James
Lynn (London: Pickering and Chatto, 1991), pp. vii–xxxi (pp. ix–x).
32Johann Joachim Winckelmann, Description des pierres gravées du feu baron de Stosch (Florence: Bonducci,
1760).
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coming into his inheritance, he lived ‘as a man of letters of independent
means, in high society, and never married’.33 This last point of Denina’s may
allude to Stosch’s homosexual preferences; if so, this would give him another
point in common with Winckelmann. Certainly, Stosch’s library seems to
have contained a signiﬁcant collection of erotica, which (despite his com-
plaints that the challenges of producing the Stosch gem catalogue to a short
deadline gave him little time for recreation) Winckelmann took time to
peruse. In a 1759 letter to Johann Michael Francke, his old colleague from
Bünau’s library, Winckelmann talks of reading both the seventeenth-century
Italian paederastic fantasy Alcibiade, fanciullo a scola and Cleland’s Fanny
Hill, and conﬁdes that ‘in dergleichen Büchern ist die Stoschische Bibliothek
vollständig’ (WB, 1, 261, p. 443).
What is most interesting about this letter is notWinckelmann’s grouping of
Alcibiade and Fanny Hill together as examples of ‘dergleichen Bücher’. It is
that he draws a distinction between them in terms of style. While he char-
acterizes Alcibiade simply as ‘ein abgeschmacktes Buch’, a judgement that
appears resoundingly negative, Winckelmann has more praise for Cleland.
Although Fanny Hill is ‘das allerunzüchtigste Buch, was dieWelt gesehen hat’,
it is also ‘von einem Meister in der Kunst, von einem Kopf von zärtlicher
Empﬁndung und von hohen Ideen, ja, in einem erhabnen Pindarischen Stil
geschrieben’ (WB, 1, 261, pp. 443–44). Noteworthy is not so much
Winckelmann’s preference for the apparently heterosexual narrative over
the openly homosexual (by virtue of long and enthusiastic descriptions of
male bodies and erect phalluses and its author’s biography, Fanny Hill has
been read as a piece of closeted gay literature),34 but that the categories by
which Winckelmann chooses to commend Cleland’s prose (‘zärtlich’, ‘hoch’,
‘erhaben’, ‘Pindarisch’) are key positive terms of Winckelmannian aesthetic
theory, the eﬀects he praises in the greatest works of ancient art and strives for
in his own ekphrases.35 By characterizing FannyHill thus, this letter brings the
high, philosophical, and aesthetic language of Winckelmannian connoisseur-
ship into the context of the pornographic.
This has the potential to challenge readings of Winckelmann’s writings such
as those of Paul Derks and Alex Potts, who suggest that the sexual encounters to
which Winckelmann freely alludes in his personal correspondence belong in
a very diﬀerent category to his aestheticized, heroic friendships:
33‘[Stosch] voulut par esprit de libertinage devenir soldat, bas-oﬃcier; déserta ensuite, obtint sa grâce, hérita le
cabinet & le nom de son oncle maternel, que Charles VI avoit créé baron. [. . .] [Il] vécut en gentilhomme rentier
& lettré, dans les meilleures compagnies, & ne fut point marié.’ Carlo Denina, La Prusse littéraire sous Fréderic II,
3 vols (Berlin: Rottmann, 1790–91), III (1791), 93.
34See Peter Sabor, ‘From Sexual Liberation to Gender Trouble: Reading Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure from
the 1960s to the 1990s’, ECS, 33 (2000), 561–78.
35See Katherine Harloe, ‘Allusion and Ekphrasis in Winckelmann’s Paris Description of the Apollo Belvedere’,
Cambridge Classical Journal (Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological Society), 53 (2007), 229–52 (pp. 240,
243–46).
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Though publicly there was a very ﬁrm line to be drawn between a way of life that
revolved around highly charged male friendship, and one that embraced sexual relations
between men, it is clear from Winckelmann’s correspondence that, within the social
circles in which he moved in Rome and among his more intimate German and Swiss
correspondents, little taboo was attached to talking privately about sexual relations with
young men. These Winckelmann himself kept in a strictly separate category from his
more highly invested male friendships. To Bianconi, the doctor at the Saxon court who
had been instrumental in enabling him to get to Rome, Winckelmann was quite explicit
about his sexual encounters with youths during his stay in Florence in 1758–9, where, as
he put it, he advanced beyond ‘the surface of Platonism . . . I bent my head and
submitted to an act analogous to b . . . [buggery?]. I am reduced to taking enemas
and had to avail myself of one again this morning. Thus have I paid the genius of
Florence the tribute of my virginity.’ (Potts, pp. 208–09)
Potts interprets this passage from WB, 1, 270 (see Appendix 1) as
Winckelmann’s ‘quite explicit’ description of a sexual encounter with a young
man while in Florence. His interpretation of its undoubted sexual innuendo
may have been inﬂuenced by Rehm’s tentative restorations of Winckelmann’s
ellipses: ‘alla parte A . . . . . ni P . . . . .: wohl zu ergänzen: Anteriore— Posteriore
(oder Attiva— Passiva).— B . . . . . .: vielleicht buggerata oder bestialità?’ (WB, 1,
p. 619). Potts is followed by Louis A. Ruprecht Jr., who translates: ‘I have
penetrated beneath a superﬁcial Platonism. I bent my head and submitted to
an act of b[uggery].’36 Yet a letter Winckelmann wrote to Bianconi’s brother,
Michelangelo, on the same day (WB, 3, 270a; see Appendix 2) shows that
Winckelmann is in fact providing a jokey account of the ill eﬀects on his
digestive system of Tuscan cuisine, together with the Herculean eﬀorts of
concentration required to complete the Stosch catalogue in such a short time.
Potts might be forgiven for his mistake, not just because Rehm published
Winckelmann’s letter to Michelangelo Bianconi out of chronological series
in the third volume of the Briefe, but because the language is so sexually
suggestive. Winckelmann characterizes himself as on the brink of a Platonic
(code for paederastic?) act of heresy, before describing himself as subjected
to a physical act, the precise character of which is left for the reader to ﬁll in
but which involves the surrender of his ‘verginità’. These, plus the general
reputation of Florence as a sodomitical city support a sexual interpretation
(Potts, p. 209).37 This, upon our reading, is precisely Winckelmann’s joke:
a witticism that assumes his friend’s knowledge of his homoerotic prefer-
ences but does not place this letter in the category of the confessional.
Such jokes, when Winckelmann sends up both his own same-sex pre-
ferences and his high-falutin’ connoisseurship, are to be found elsewhere
in the correspondence with Bianconi. In a letter of January 1763, for
36Louis A. Ruprecht Jr., ‘Winckelmann and Casanova in Rome: A Case Study of Religion and Sexual Politics in
Eighteenth-Century Rome’, The Journal of Religious Ethics, 38 (2010), 297–320 (p. 313 n. 29).
37See also Franziska Frei Gerlach, Geschwister: Ein Dispositiv bei Jean Paul und um 1800 (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2012),
p. 123 and the DWB deﬁnition of ‘Florenzer’ as ‘paederast’.
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example (WB, 2, 531; see Appendix 3), Winckelmann sends Bianconi
greetings from Cardinal Albani’s mistress, Francesca Cheroﬃni, along
with those of Vittoria, their eldest daughter.38 And it is of Vittoria that
Winckelmann jokes:
[. . . L]a quale non guardo con coll’occhio tanto indiﬀerente quanto ve lo ﬁgurate, ma
non posso limitare il sentimento mio al solo Bello dell’altro sesso. L’occhio, il gusto
e la passione del Conoscitore non vogliono essere parziali e ristretti, ma spandersi
dovunque trovano il Bello.
(I do not look [upon her] with such an indiﬀerent eye as you imagine, but I am
unable to limit my feelings of approbation to the beauty of the opposite sex alone.
The eye, taste, and passions of the connoisseur should not be partial and narrow-
sighted, but should extend to wherever they ﬁnd beauty.)
This clear joke depends onWinckelmann’s addressee being aware of his same-
sex preferences, but is also a satire on the notion that a true connoisseur should
be alive to beauty in all its shapes and forms. ‘Occhio’ is repeated twice, alluding
to the empiricism beloved of connoisseurs, just as ‘gusto’ and ‘passione’ are
qualities associated with the true ‘Conoscitore’. Winckelmann continues to
speak — ostensibly in pragmatic fashion — of how such faculties should not
be ‘parziali’ and ‘ristretti’, appreciative of masculine or feminine beauty to the
exclusion of the other. Ultimately, however, it is the masculine that wins out in
this battle of the sexes. WhenWinckelmann goes to muse that the imagination
of the artist of the Apollo Belvedere would not have been ‘riscaldata’ (‘ignited’) if
he had sculpted a Venus instead— imagery of heat suggestive of passion— he
intimates that, in his view, more passion is involved in sculpting a male nude
such as Apollo.Winckelmann elaborates similar principles, albeit in a decidedly
more serious mode, in the Abhandlung von der Fähigkeit der Empﬁndung des
Schönen in der Kunst, the epistolary treatise on aesthetic education dedicated to
Reinhold von Berg that he was composing around the same time.39
***
This article has aimed to demonstrate that Winckelmann used a variety of
erotic personae and discourses in his personal correspondence and that
paying attention to its social, cultural, and literary-rhetorical contexts is
necessary in order to appreciate the correspondence as a demonstration of
literary art. Winckelmann was educated in the art of epistolary composition
and deploys classical models and rhetorical examples in his familiar corre-
spondence. In the principal examples discussed, the correspondence
addressed to Lamprecht and to Bianconi, we hear very diﬀerent erotic voices,
38Ornella Francisci Osti, ‘Key Figures in Eighteenth-Century Rome’, in Art in Rome in the Eighteenth Century, ed.
by Edgar Peters Brown and Joseph J. Rishel (London: Merrell, 2000), pp. 77–103 (p. 77); Giacomo Casanova,
History of my Life, trans. by Willard R. Trask, 12 vols (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1966–71), VII
(1969), 320 nn. 43–44.
39Winckelmann, Kleine Schriften, p. 216.
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both of which are indebted to pre-existing literary-rhetorical conventions. In
the Lamprecht correspondence the key genre is the Ovidian ‘heroic epistle’; in
the Bianconi letters we enter the realms of libertine freedom of expression and
of worldly satires on the base of physical desires that underlie the philosophi-
cal discourses of connoisseur and antiquarian, which were also a theme in
mid-eighteenth-century visual arts.40 These motifs fromWinckelmann’s cor-
respondence also ﬁnd echoes in his published writings: in the Geschichte’s
Ovidian conclusion and the Abhandlung’s recasting of Winckelmann’s jokey
treatment of Vittoria Cheroﬃni’s marriage prospects. This does not mean that
Winckelmann’s letters provide the key that enables us to decode hidden,
homoerotic truths veiled in the published works. Rather, it recommends
treating Winckelmann’s familiar correspondence as on a continuum with
his published writings as the productions of a man who was, as Rehm put
it, a ‘Sprachkünstler’. Like his published writings, Winckelmann’s letters
should be treated as works of literary art.
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Appendix
Here we oﬀer new translations of three of Winckelmann’s letters to Bianconi and his brother,
which were discussed in the preceding article. WB, 1, 270 and 3, 270a are translated in their
entirety (so far as we know, for the ﬁrst time into English), while we give the beginning section
of 2, 531. As others before us have noted, grammatical irregularities, dialect expressions, and
Latinate or Germanic constructions mean Winckelmann’s Italian is often a challenge to
understand, let alone to translate. The situation is worsened in many cases by the loss of the
40See for example Jean Seznec, ‘Le singe antiquaire’, in Essais sur Diderot et l’Antiquité: The Mary Flexner Lectures
Delivered at Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1957), pp. 79–97.
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original manuscripts, either in the eighteenth century or in subsequent acts or periods of
destruction (for example the major damage during World War II to the holdings of the
Preussische Staatsbibliothek, where a signiﬁcant number of Winckelmann letters, including the
ﬁrst and third translated below, were held). We have followed the text of Rehm’s critical
edition of the 1950s, but he was forced to rely on early printed editions, which were themselves
sometimes epitomized or bowdlerized, or earlier transcriptions made by himself (as in the case
of 1, 270) or others (as in the case of 1, 270a, transmitted through a transcription in Justi’s
hand in the archives of the Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften). We have
indicated in footnotes some places where we made translation choices which may seem
controversial, or where we adopted one of a number of possible readings.
In preparing these translations we have beneﬁted from the generosity of Professor
Nicoletta Momigliano of the University of Bristol and Professor Ingrid Rowland of the
University of Notre Dame, each of whom advised us on numerous cruces of interpretation.
Any errors that remain are entirely our responsibility.
1: WB, 1, 270 (to G. L. Bianconi)
Florence, 31 March 1759
Most excellent sir and most noble master,
I cannot but be concerned by your long silence, although I can imagine various reasons for it,41
and beingmost certain of your patronage I accept it in good faith: showingmy limited capacities
in the face of your much revered signs of instruction and hoping for nothing but to be useful to
you in some way.
I am just about to ﬁnishmy laborious work, which until now has not allowedme to draw breath,
and has heldme back from all social intercourse.When printed it will be a large octavo volume.42
On my suggestion, the proprietor43 will dedicate it to his Eminence Aless. Albani. Over the last
six months, draining my last energies, I have completed a task that all the same astounds me.
I feel the eﬀect of it, however, and am obliged to take a very strict abstinence (from food)
dictated by an unsettled stomach. This indisposition has made me feel that Buzara44 is no
laughing matter, not at all! It claims a certain right45 over those who breathe the Tuscan
air. Having tempted me at ﬁrst with some itching below, and ﬁnding myself ﬂoating on the
surface of Platonism and walking on the brink of heresy, but never inclined either46 to Part
A. . . nor P. . ., this — whether it was this inﬂuence or some other occult power — ﬁnally
came to bend my head and to subject me to a similar act of the M. . ..47
Take heed! But don’t be shocked! I have been reduced to taking enemas and I made use of one
again this morning. Thus to the genius of Florence I have paid the tribute of my virginity (a
word that does not seem to me good Tuscan and I would be amazed if it were so).
41‘Scorpare’ read here as ‘scorporare’.
42The Description des pierres gravées du feu Baron de Stosch, published in April 1760 in Florence in quarto, rather
than octavo, format.
43Heinrich Wilhelm Muzell-Stosch.
44Buzara: Rehm suggests this refers to ‘buzzo’ or ‘buzzone’ (stomach). It could, however, also refer to a seafood
stew or pasta sauce eaten largely in the Adriatic region. Yet ‘busarar’ is also an alternative in Venetian dialect for
the word ‘buggerare’ (‘to bugger’). We suggest that Winckelmann is knowingly playing on the potential
ambiguity aﬀorded by the similarity between these words. We thank Professors Giulio Lepschy and Diego
Zancari for providing this information.
45‘Dritto’ read here as ‘diritto’.
46French construction used here, evidencing Winckelmann’s broken Italian.
47The Italian is ‘ma non mai inclinato ni alla parte A . . . ni P . . . [. . .] un atto omogeneo della B. . .’. As we have
seen, Rehm contemplates either ‘Anteriore’ and ‘Posteriore’ or ‘Attiva’ and ‘Passiva’ as completions of the ﬁrst
ellipses, and ‘buggerata’ or ‘bestialità’ for the third. While we agree with his suggestions for the ﬁrst two, we
suggest ‘bocca’ for the third (indicating that Winckelmann’s indigestion caused him eventually to vomit), and
therefore translate with ‘M[outh]’.
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Chatter aside, most excellent sir, would you be so kind as to pass this on to Mr Walther,
bookseller to the King, ‘don’t rush to start printing my work,48 which will remain
postponed until I have more time at my disposal, and when departing for the Leipzig
Trade Fair, leave the manuscript with your good brother, so that you may contact him[?]49
if need be. I’m counting on this.’ It is of the utmost importance to me; you will hear why in
the next post. I’m in no mood to put up with the superciliousness50 of a bookseller:
a Roman man of letters does not want to be treated with pedantry.
Straight after Easter I will prepare myself to return to my most longed-for mistress, the city
of Rome,51 where I yearn for your news.
I remain from the bottom of my heart, most excellent sir, your most humble and obedient
servant,
Johann Winckelmann.
2: WB, 3, 270a (To M. Bianconi)
Florence, 31 March 1759
Most excellent sir and most revered master,
I sent a letter in this post to your good brother in Dresden, asking him to assert his
authority to prevent a dirty trick being hatched against me by the bookseller to the King, as
I have reason to believe. Yet having held oﬀ from explaining myself in more detail until the
next post, I am eager to know what your good brother has planned about his departure, so
that I can be sure that the letter that I am going to send him, franked for travel to
Bayreuth, will reach him.
My work is reaching its completion,52 awaiting its second revision to be done in Rome
with the whole collection of engravings already sent in advance. Printed it will be a large
octavo volume. The dedication is to his Eminence Aless. Albani, at my suggestion.
I will leave for my most longed-for mistress, the city of Rome, straight after Easter, anxious
to again enjoy the air pregnant with antiquity and to return to the bosom53 of literature.
I hope to rest at his Em. Passionei’s residence in Camaldoli, of which I am in need. I feel
a great discomfort in my stomach and bowels, so much so that I have been reduced to
a rigorous abstinence from food and to taking enemas for the ﬁrst time in my life; I am
eating what is compatible with my stomach.54 A tribute one owes to the genius of Florence.
I remain from the bottom of my heart, most excellent sir, your most humble and faithful
servant,
Winckelmann
48Most likely the ‘Versuch einer Geschichte der Kunst, sonderlich der Griechen bis auf den Fall derselben’, an
early version of Part I of the Geschichte, which Winckelmann had entrusted to Walther in May 1758, but which
he was considering sending for publication in Zurich instead. See WB, 1, 214, 215, 216.
49It is unclear what the ‘lo’ refers to here, whilst the phrase also seems to be missing the indirect object, as the
construction is ‘comunicare [informazioni ec.] a qualcuno’ in modern Italian. Our translation assumes that
Walther’s brother is the indirect object and, in light of the ‘per’ construction here, Walther is the subject of
‘communicare’ [sic]. An alternative possibility is that Winckelmann was using faulty Italian to express the notion
that by leaving the manuscript in Dresden, Walther could arrange for his brother to send the manuscript (‘lo’)
back to Winckelmann if he should require it.
50Literally the ‘proud eyebrow’.
51Rome is not named in the letter, but Winckelmann did indeed return there shortly afterwards in order to take
up Albani’s oﬀer of employment.
52Reading ‘compimento’ (a word Winckelmann also uses in Letter 270, above) for ‘componimento’.
53‘Gremio’ = ‘grembo’ in modern Italian.
54This translation of ‘mangio omogeneo alla Buz . . .’ is informed both by the grammatical construction
Winckelmann uses here, in contrast to ‘un atto omogeneo della B. . .’ in Letter 270, and Rehm’s ‘Buzzo/
Buzzone’ emendation of the illegible characters in the MS of this letter.
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3: Extract from WB, 2, 531 (To G. L. Bianconi)
Rome 8 January 1763
Dearest friend,
A brief sojourn in Ostia in the company of his Eminence Spinelli explains in part the
reason for my delay in responding to you, that is, two posts later than I should have done,
but your letter also matured en route. First and foremost, thank you for the interest that
you showed for my health and for remembering me to His Royal Highness, upon whom,
as upon you, may God bestow all his heavenly blessings for many years to come. In these
well wishes I am in accord with his Eminence my master, who fondly sends his regards, as
does the venerable House of Cheroﬃni and the beautiful Vittoria, upon whom I do not
look with such an indiﬀerent eye as you imagine, but I am unable to limit my feelings of
approbation to the beauty of the opposite sex alone. The eye, taste, and passions of the
connoisseur should not be partial and narrow-sighted, but should extend to wherever they
ﬁnd beauty. If the great master of the Vatican Apollo had shared your genius, inclined as it
is to the feminine,55 he would have poured his energies into sculpting a Venus; his
imagination would not have been ignited by those sublime forms of a more perfect nature
and we would now lack that marvel. The various opportunities to marry her oﬀ have
vanished.56
55As Rehm notes, ‘scuﬀesco’ is most probably taken from ‘scuﬃa’, which can mean ‘infatuation’ or ‘crush’.
56This letter was written in 1763 and Vittoria did not marry until 1764; see Casanova, VII, 320 n. 44.
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